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Introduction: 

 

 The relationship between a person and their image is one that has long been argued, 

and has often been fraught with violence.  The question of distinguishing a person from their 

image seems straightforward enough, yet it is an eternal question that has never quite been laid 

to rest.  The conventional theories with which we are most acquainted in the West have its 

birth in the Ancient Greek philosophies of representation, such as the mimetic copy, which was 

derivative of the prototype.  The mimetic image had a secondary status to that which was ‘real’, 

typically the prototype which existed in the world of things and objects.  It is understood that a 

viewer has distance to this sort of image, and this distance allows us to understand its meanings 

as a sign. While some images may fit neatly into this category, others defy it, indifferent to 

human systems of categorization.   This is especially true when the represented is a powerful 

subject, such as a King, Dictator or Leader, whose personal status corresponds with the status 

of his image.  Varying degrees constantly oscillate between the binaries of real and 

representation, and imagination and the human senses may even distort or emphasise image in 

ways that makes ‘distance’ more difficult.  

 

  Humankind's inability to distance the image was foretold by nearly all religious leaders.  

Moses, Buddha and Mohammed all stated that no graven images should be created, for fear 

that they be mistaken for the original prophet or deity.  Like the religious leaders, Plato 

regarded the image as something duplicitous, to be treated with suspicion.  Yet the one who 

could distinguish from the illusive 'shadows on the wall' could break free and emerge from the 

cavern into the world of real things.  The outer, physical world is synonymous with the ‘real’ for 

both Plato and Aristotle.   

 

 Arguments continued through the Byzantium image wars and the French Revolution, 



where beliefs and confusions between image and man clashed violently.  Was it possible that 

Christ lived in his images? St. Theodore of Studium seems to believe so, vehemently defending 

representations in On Holy Icons.  Christ’s images were born together with the man, he refuted, 

therefore how could it be deceiving?  Further questions arose with the Protestants, who called 

themselves the living images of God, which was, by their logic, they permissible. 

 

 It is surprisingly the zealous St. Theodore who offers us a new definition of 

representation.  When an object, person or event was born, so was its image, hence the two 

were inseparable and had to be understood together.   Here we come closest to the ideas of 

Maurice Blanchot, whose cadaver analogy forms the basis for the argument in this paper, 

namely that man and his image cannot be thought of as disparate elements.   Maurice 

Blanchot's corpse analogy from 'The Space of Literature' and his writings on the image will be 

used to examine the relationship of man to his image, particularly in the cases of the powerful 

and the monumental.   

 

Starting with the cadaver analogy, we will see how the image lies ‘at the heart’ of the 

man, and resembles him more than his physical body, that hides his ‘true image’.  Next is the 

internal duality of the Roman emperor, who exists as a man but also a divine imago, much like 

Blanchot’s corpse.  The corpse is equated to image, and subsequently to power.   We will then 

look at ideas of substituting image for man, in the example of the Mesopotamian King and his 

Salmu image, alongside the research of Zainab Bahrani.  We will see how the Salmu does not fit 

in either of Plato’s definitions of image, as it encompasses the inner qualities of the King. Finally, 

we will look at Saddam Hussein's doubles in the form of image and living double.  Like the 

Mesopotamian King, difference between an image, and a living image, a body double, is not 

totally distinguished.  Rather, both were unified through their same use. 

 



 These examples force us to reconsider the relationship of man to his image, and if they 

can be truly separated from one another.  More importantly can the definition really be a fixed 

one, or is it a process that involves renegotiations throughout its course? This paper does not 

wish to take a dialectical approach, but seeks new ways to look at the ever-evolving image of 

man, a more complex entity than ever in the digital age.  To this end, I will also be looking at 

recent theories, which have also questioned the conventions of representations, including the 

works of WJT Mitchell, Maurice Blanchot and Zainab Bahrani, among others. Though the 

emphasis will be on historic examples, I hope this paper can be a basis for starting to 

understand the representational relationship of Man-Image today.   

 

 Also, for the sake of this essay the word ‘image’ will denote any representation or 

likeness, whether derivative or not, existing in either two or three dimensions. If other types of 

images are mentioned outside of this definition, such as imagined images, or simulacrum, it will 

be explicitly stated.  Also, the word ‘man’ in this essay is used to signify the male leader, 

because all examples used are that of historical and powerful men.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



1.  

The Corpse and the Image of Man (The Image Within the Man) 

 

 

"Man is made in his image"  

- Maurice Blanchot S 259, The Space of Literature. 

 

At the beginning of the ‘The Image and Signification’ in The Space of Literature we are 

confronted with what seems to be a cryptic amendment of the biblical phrase ‘Man is made in 

God's Image’.  Man being made as ‘imago dei’ signifies that an original (God) came first, and that 

a copy (Man) came afterwards. This linearity has also been the conventional approach to 

understanding the image, which as ‘secondary’ to man (prototype), was reduced in its 

importance.  So what does Blanchot mean in this reversal exactly?  We can start by examining 

the well known cadaver analogy, which illustrates the relation of resemblance between the man 

and his image, and the emergence of the true image of the man, which remains hidden and 

only arises after his death.   

When the family gazes down at the recently deceased, they see both something they 

recognise, and something unfamiliar.  The corpse has the outer resemblance of the living man, 

but it also lacks something of him, which was observed by those close to him when he was 



alive: 

The cadaver is its own image.  It no longer entertains any relation with this world, where it 

still appears, except that of an image, an obscure possibility, a shadow ever present behind the living 

form which now, far from separating itself from this form, transforms it entirely into shadow.  It is 

likeness, like to an absolute degree, overwhelming and marvelous. But what is it like? Nothing.  That 

is why no man alive, in fact, bears any resemblance yet.  

Without the laughter, personality and human expressions, there is no clouding of the 

image of the man, even though his image was always with him from birth. Only after death 

does ‘the mourned deceased begin to resemble himself’- and this is a ‘resemblance by 

excellence’.  Life then, is the very thing that obscures people and objects as their images. Hence 

image is likened to a deathly ‘space’, best illustrated by Blanchot as the cadaver, where man is, 

more specifically, ‘unmade according to his image’. 

 

The frustrating aspect of the cadaver is the impossibility of pinpointing or placing it.  

Except for its material part in the world of objects and prototypes, it exists on the edge of 

infinity.   Therefore, being an ambiguous species of both spectral and physical qualities, it is also 

aligned with the image: 

The cadaver's strangeness is perhaps also that of the image...what is there does not, 

however succeed in being convincingly here...The cadaverous presence establishes a relation between 

here and nowhere.  



Both allude to the man, yet unlike him remain ungraspable, existing ‘neither here nor 

there’ but ‘behind the world’.  It is not the complete ‘being in the world’ in the sense of 

Heidegger (foot) . In The Dark Gaze, Kevin Hart rephrases this as the 'being-just-present-at-

hand-and-no-more of a corporeal Thing which we encounter"'  

What then of the digital image? The digital age has made it harder, or impossible to 

situate, ‘existing’ as exploded numerics that may move from server to server. It can be 

replicated in such a quick way that it exists everywhere and nowhere simultaneously.  The 

virtual 3-D image, in its sophistication, could be likened to a mirror image, a perfect copy that 

remains ungraspable.  It is reminiscent of the myth of Narcissus, who, fixated on his reflected 

image tries to reach out and grasp it, but in vein.  Confusion of the image of a person has often 

been recounted in folklore, myth and religion, as something deceiving.  What makes the corpse 

image different then, and how can it constitute any truth? 

 

As we noted earlier, this analogy does not attest to the conventional linearity of the 

mimetic image.  The conventional mimetic image (foot), for example a painting of a jug, is easily 

understood as separate from its counterpart, the prototype.  This ‘distance’ or detachment 

from it, is needed for us to understand its meanings and functions as a sign- ‘Seeing presupposes 

distance, decisiveness which separates, the power to stay out of contact and in contact avoid 

confusion’.  Although the cadaver and its image have distance, this distance is within the Man, 

existing at the ‘heart of (him)’.  The image’s central place subverts the notion of image as deceiving, 



duplicitous, that Plato said should be treated with suspicion.  The true image that emerges is 

altogether very real, and true in its representation of man.  Images of the powerful- Kings, dictators, 

and leaders, are made in his resemble, exemplifying the true qualities, not separating.  If we follow 

this view, it makes sense why people often attack the images of these men.  It is not entirely 

symbolic, as we innately sense that they are so inextricably linked to its represented.  If we are still 

adamant that these particular images ‘deceive’, it is because we cannot pinpoint or understand 

what is ‘real’, this all too often becomes the graspable object that exists in the physical world. 

Blanchot is not alone in the idea of the emergence of the image.  It has also been 

mentioned by Heidegger and Breton in the guise of broken, outmoded objects that are 

unusable, which then appear fascinating.  Andre Breton, leader of the Surrealists who often 

used discarded objects in their works, found the flea market to be a precious resource for 

‘those outmoded objects, fragmented, unusable, almost incomprehensible, and in fact perverse’.  

We can argue, that most importantly they also existed as aesthetic, visual objects.  There are 

obvious similarities in this sudden altered gaze, where the object-tool becomes purely visual, 

and the dead man whose image exists as ‘externality’.  The appearance of the object’s ‘double’, 

in its uselessness is a small revelation, not dissimilar to the more dramatic example brought 

about by death. For instance, a broken hammer ‘becomes its image …  no longer disappearing 

into its use, (it) appears’.  Here the emergence of the image is not secondary to prototype- it 

exists with and alongside it- it is innate.  In this gaze of fascination, the status of the object 

becomes elevated.   

 



The dead man is ‘more beautiful, more imposing, already monumental and so absolutely 

himself.’ says Blanchot in S. 257.   His image both resembles and exemplifies the qualities of the 

man, which were previously obscured.    This is another reason why the corpse can be likened 

to an image or statue, which in its ideals and its striving to create likeness, also resembles and 

exemplifies.   It is a recurring theme in Blanchot’s oeuvre.  Take for example, the following in 

Arret de Mort: 

She who was once absolutely alive was now no more than a statue. 

And an excerpt from Thomas L ‘Obscur: 

 She was not sleeping. She was not changed, either.  She had stopped at the point where she 

resembled only herself…all that prevented her from being distinguished from a real person was that 

which verified her annihilation. She was entirely within herself: in death, abounding in life.  She 

seemed more weighty, more in control of herself.  No Anne was lacking in the corpse of Anne.  

In Blanchot’s literature, we cannot help but be reminded of the story of Che Guevara’s 

corpse, which in its apparent Christ-like beauty and monumentality, gave birth to the famous 

Che image, and immortalised him.  The idea of the beautiful corpse is starkly in contrast to 

Bataille’s view, contemporary of Blanchot.  Bataille’s view of the corpse was deteriorating, 

stinking, worm-ridden and, therefore signifying that it existed entirely in the physical world.  

 Although beautiful, Blanchot’s corpse is also a weirdly powerful entity.  It exerts 

pressure on everyone, who must choose to either look in horror and fascination, or turn away.  

It can turn a casual onlooker into a dumbstruck one, caught in a gaze of fascination, as if the 



image has ‘literally come out to grasp him’. The corpse may be the most extreme example, but 

with it we can further understand the relation of the man to his image.  The next section will 

focus on the Roman Emperor and the Assyrian King and how, their existence as both man and 

image does not constitute any separation in the traditional sense of representation. Their 

images exist within- and to use Blanchot’s idiom again, ‘at the heart’ of themselves. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2. 



The Roman Emperor's ‘Imago’ 

 

 Like the corpse, the true image of a man adds to his power, without which he remains 

merely mortal, and has no testimony to history after his death.  The internal duality of the 

Roman emperor was in his physical body, on one hand it was that of any unremarkable man, 

on the other, it was the ‘imago’.  It simultaneously meant  ‘image’ and ‘imagination’ and ‘death 

mask’, alluding to its ambiguous, unsituatable existence. placing it in another plane, not of this 

earth.  Hence imago was linked to the emperor’s power.  Dictators, kings and emperors have 

exploited this to their ends,  commissioning their countless corpses while still living, and using 

them to exert power over the people.  In Ancient Rome, the duplication of the ‘imago’ also 

duplicated the power of the Emperor.  The artisan’s life was at risk if a statue did not live up to 

the emperor’s image of himself.  The approved statues were duplicated and sent out across the 

kingdom, where their presence signaled a watchful eye, one of benevolence or evil, but always 

commanding respect.  Mocking of the Leader’s statue was a highly punishable offence, as if the 

Leader himself had been insulted.  In reflection of their hierarchical society, the most accurate 

resemblances, like the death mask was allowed only for the ruling classes. Thereby the elite 

kept their position of status through the wielding of images.  But when a powerful man became 

a raging dictator, and it was time to end his reign, his images were no easy feat to ‘get rid of’.    

It was feared that the ghost of the fallen dictator would live on through any remaining images- 

and this resulted in the widespread practice of damnatio memorae, that attempted to wipe out 



every resemblance of the dead dictator.   In wiping out the image, the whole lineage of dead 

man was also ‘wiped out’, a precaution against those with similar genetic disposition coming to 

power.   Complete destruction was not always successful, and many busts and portraits still 

remain until this day.  It proved how difficult it is to get rid of images completely, especially one 

replicated to such a degree. 

 

Strangely literal to Blanchot’s equating of corpse with image, was the practice of 

attacking both the corpses and the images of the downtrodden dictator.  In his essay,  

‘Punishment after death: Mutilation of images and corpse abuse in ancient Rome’ Eric Varner 

has wrote about the avenues in which the dead man could continue to live, haunting the 

memory of his murderers as a ghostly, phantasmic image.  Then damnatio memorae had to be 

extended to poena post mortem (punishment after death), where it was of immediate necessity 

to get rid of lingering images and physical remnants, the corpse included.  The corpse held, not 

only the power of the ex-dictator, but a direct link to his lineage, where his power could 

transfer from corpse to corpse.  The idea of the transference of power was similar to the death 

mask imago, that was held in the hands of the living descendants along the funeral aisle.  

Thereby the dead ancestors kept part of themselves alive with the living. 

  

Although the insulting of a corpse of an elite was illegal, it seems this rule was overridden 

several times. Varner has noted at least 17 instances of attacking both the corpse and images 



together- including that of Sejanus, Caligula, Thrax, Maximus and Pupienus.  The destruction of 

the image often preceded, and foretold the ultimate destruction of the emperor.  Varner has 

moreover, noted the chilling account of historian Cassius Dio, who wrote about how the 

captured Emperor Sejanus was forced to watch the destruction of his own images, as a 

premeditation to his own death, and subsequent post death attack.   

Further underlining the belief of the Leader and image as one, the attacks to the image 

mainly took place in the features- the eyes, nose and mouth, as if in attempt to silence the dead 

face, which still haunted in memory.  This links the image of the Emperor as an effigy.  

Therefore, image and man was synonymous.   

 

 

 

3 

The Mesopotamian King and his Salmu Image 

 

 In the first section, we looked at Man-Image in relation to Maurice Blanchot’s Man-

Cadaver analogy.  We noted the relation of resemblance (resemblance) between the two, but 

also the problematic way in which these concepts of real and represented have conventionally 

been thought of in terms of opposition.    The subsequent chapters will build on Blanchot’s 



ideas of relation by looking at the idea of the King and his image, that exists within, but also 

alongside. It will also examine how this defies the traditional philosophies of representation, 

such as Plato’s theory of the mimetic image, whereby man always precedes his image, and the 

real is always the physical world.  The inter-changeable aspect of Man-Representation is evident 

when we look at the treatment of the Mesopotamian King’s Salmu.  This substitute image 

embodied all of the King’s qualities, and even took its place on the throne in his absence.  

Similarly in Ancient Rome, Julius Caesar initiated the idea of the emperor as semi-divine.  The 

emperor was the combination of a normal man, within which existed a divine counterpart, the 

‘imago’.  His images pointed towards an eternal life, that would keep him alive long after his 

physical body ceased to exist.  Without them, he would only exist as mortal man. The Roman 

elite knew the power of the image only too well, and harnessed this to their advantage. 

 The belief that an image of a man embodies his power, and even multiplies it, may still 

be simply attributed as a ‘lack’ of distancing or detachment.  It may seem ancient or primitive in 

belief.  Yet there are striking correlations between the ancient Salmu, and the modern statue of 

Saddam Hussein at Fiords Square in Baghdad, whose toppling was initiated by the US coalition 

forces, supposedly the more ‘civilised’ side.  Another current example is King Rama IX of 

Thailand, whose plethora of constantly propagating imagery makes its way into the majority of 

Thai people’s homes.  The images are highly respected as the King is himself.  Thailand is one of 

the countries that continues to enforce the lese majeste law, which in essence does not 

distinguish between attack on the royal image and attack of the representation.  



 

 The understanding of the King/Dictator in relation to his image is further complicated 

because of the use of doppelgangers, or body doubles who would bear the brunt of vicious 

attacks instead of the King.   The living double of the Assyrian King and his image double were 

not distinguished from each other.  In fact they were unified in their use as substitute- and their 

same name (Salmu).   Saddam Hussein’s living doubles carried on this historic tradition until 

recently.  They would learn every particular movement of the dictator, down to his facial tics, 

and if need be, would have plastic surgery in order to resemble the Man as much as possible.  

As a decoy, this ‘living image’ was used with the intention of deceiving, and potentially cheating 

fate.  Yet somehow, the decoys stand as part of the dictator himself, when we realise the 

extent to which these men were forced to become an image under the control of the King 

himself.  The men had no ‘life’ of their own, essentially their identity was swallowed up and they 

were as good as dead, as are all images.  The slightly imperfect qualities of the double can be 

points of intrigue.  A journalist once noted the uncharacteristically narrow shoulders and 

swollen face of the defendant standing at the Saddam Hussein trial. It turned out to be the ‘real’ 

man, and the journalist had been tricked earlier in interviewing one of his doubles.  The Real is 

not always easy to discern, and the double forces us to re-think what we constitute as real, 

whether this is always the ‘prototype’.   

 The idea of the living double is also fascinating (in the sense of Blanchot) and uncanny 

(Bahrani, Freud) as it entails the ‘splintering of the human body’ into its copies. In researching 



the topic of the Assyrian Salmu, Zainab Bahrani’s book The Graven Image has been an essential 

basis for this chapter, which I am most indebted to (all references are included on page in 

footnotes).  The main examples across this paper, although diverse in history and cultures, 

remain relevant, tied in by Blanchot’s corpse-man analogy and his ideas on the ambiguity of the 

image in relation to the King/Dictator’s image.  Additionally, in looking particularly at images of 

the powerful man, we will also examine whether there is a ‘status’ to his image, and in accord, if 

this particular image is unique to others.   

 

 There has been recent interest in reversing the conventional ideas of representation, 

which have placed prototype and representation into a dialectical opposition. For example, in 

Picture Theory, WJT Mitchell proposed that we should also stop thinking of the two as apart, 

and think in terms of relationship, process and exchanging of power. In trying to shake the usual 

conventions, mutualism, rather than oppositional elements separated by time makes for a good 

starting point.  The King and his image could then be compared to two sides of the same coin.  

Bahrani’s Chapter ‘Salmu’ in the Graven Image also throws light on the subject.  She also views 

that the Salmu is different from the classic Western ideologies but says this is because much of 

western philosophy lie in dualities, such as the division of the body/soul division of Derrida.  

These can contribute to potential misunderstandings in the case of the ancient Assyrian royal 

image.  She continues to say that the Mesopotamians believed in an integrated system where 

one whole was made from many elements, which is closer to the rhizomatic approach to 



representation of Deleuze and Guattari in A Thousand Plateaus.  (Footnote. All Bahrani) In 

1000 Plateaus, Deleuze and Guattari used the rhizome to denote the prototype-representation 

as a complex multi-faceted entity, not a simple duality.  

It is true that we have to reformulate our thinking away from separating man and image. 

Blanchot’s ideas on the image help our understanding of the Assyrian King who contains the 

Salmu image at his center.  The King-Salmu together encompass Blanchot’s merging of two 

seemingly opposed sources; the material and the other worldy, that derive from one body.    In 

‘Space of Literature, Blanchot writes that Man and all his images as ontologically related, his 

distance is already within himself’.   

 

 Let us go ahead and examine the Salmu, the substitute image of the King in Ancient 

Mesopotamia.  Salmu derives from Akkadian, and its translation is often in dispute as there is no 

seamless English translation, although ‘image’, ‘representation’ or ‘statue’ is believed to come 

closest.  The Salmu image would start its life through an elaborate ritual, before he could be 

equated with the King himself.  It would be fed, bathed, dressed in the kings clothes and would 

take its place on the throne in the King’s physical absence.   The King and his Image were 

therefore one and the same, unified in their use, and were treated the same way.   This was 

most clearly illustrated at the heights of war.   The art historian Bente Kiilerich has touched on 

this, saying:  

(In) failing to capture the living king of one’s enemy, the capture of his statue would do.  



Indeed, the abduction of the royal image was almost as serious a matter as the abduction of 

the king himself…. Because the man was present in his statue, the loss of it was an ominous 

sign. 

 This instance would acutely show the deep link between the two, and that the Salmu 

was not limited to the one-way direction of the mimetic image.   Therefore, the attack/capture 

of his Salmu meant that the King, in his man form would also be affected.   The linearity of the 

mimetic image is therefore not applicable in this case, as the inter-relation robs any notion of 

precedence. The King was alive in all of his images, but the images were also alive within him. 

They are inseparable and only have existence because of the other.  The difference is ‘within’, 

and ‘at the heart’, and is very similar to Bahrani’s final definition of Salmu as the ‘image that 

circulates within the real’.  One should note that Bahrani’s definition of ‘real’ here points to the 

physical body- the king who exists as a man. 

 

 So if the mimetic image is not applicable, is its alternative, the simulacrum?   Plato 

believed that the mimetic image was inferior as it was simply a copy of the physical world 

(which, to both Plato and Aristotle was the ‘real’) More complex, and less definitive was the 

alternative. The simulacrum is traditionally defined as a ‘static’ and ‘material image, made as a 

representation of some deity, person or thing’ and having ‘the form or appearance of (that) 

certain thing, without possessing its substance or proper qualities’.  It retains only the superficial, 

outer qualities of the deity or person, and cannot have its internal or divine qualities.    



Therefore it does not adhere to the definition of Salmu.  Bahrani also believes that simulacrum 

may be closest in conventional definition to the Salmu, yet it still poses some problems, which 

makes the Salmu stand apart from it.  

Firstly, the Salmu image is not intended to outwardly resemble the King, at least in his 

physical features. (See Fig. 2)  This is because the man does not yet look like himself, so it is up 

to the artist to channel the King’s essence into the material.  The lack of outer resemblance 

does not differentiate the copy from the Man.  If we think to the Renaissance images of Christ 

as a white-skinned Caucasian, these are not likely to be true to life either, as it was known that 

he was more brown skinned.  Yet at heart, people still understand these images.    This ‘is what 

Plato called the ‘subject position’ of the viewer.  It was worrying him that there was a ‘particular 

perspective of human subjectivity that allow(ed) the statue that is ‘unlike’ …to seem ‘like’ and, 

moreover, beautifully proportioned from a certain vantage point’.  The image, in his view was 

deceitful, because it strayed from the real, the outside, physical world.   

The second difference is that Salmu was truly believed to incorporate the qualities of 

the King, as we can see from its treatment and use. It is neither mimetic, simulacrum or 

symbolic images.  The King was an incorporation of Person/Image in a single body.   

 The large majority of people would know the King solely through image, which would 

resemble his true self (as incarnation, semi-divine) in its monumentality. The image has the 

ability to communicate from that other world, as it is also partly rooted there. When the 

physical body of the King would perish and become mortal remains, the image could be relied 



upon to keep him ‘alive’.  

 

The Salmu forces us to rethink our concept of what is ‘real’ or not. Is it the physical 

thing in the world? Our relationship to the “real” is more of the deception in this case.  As Fred 

Botting wrote ‘the real is a slippery thing- that is if it “is” in the first place, and if it “is” a “thing” 

in the second’, eloquently putting into words the dilemma of dividing the real-represented, and 

the sometimes misplaced focus of the prototype as the Real/the ‘truthful’, and also the real as 

being something existing externally. (Blanchot’s definition of the ‘Outside’ as the sudden 

appearance of the true image is one as ‘slippery’ as Botting’s definition- in appearing it also 

disappears. In ‘Relations of the Real’, Botting asks us the question if the real, written about as if 

concrete, and easily grasped, exists? If so, where? And is it a thing or object (prototype)?  The 

Real, with capital ‘R’, he says,  

…remains what is, an unspeakable is, an impossible, inexpressible, ineffable and 

undifferentiated space outside language.  The real, then, lies beyond systems of signification’  

Like the Assyrian King-Image, and the Roman Emperor-Imago which exceed the traditional 

definitions of image as sign, they can be defined as ‘that which…resists signification, that 

exceeds symbolization’.  How many times has it been written in classic ideologies that the 

image, as the double or copy, is deceiving, creates confusion and falsehoods? In the examples 

given in this paper, the image is justified because it corrects the imaginary, which tends to stray 

without a strong visual anchor. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.  

If a Picture of Christ is Christ, then a Picture of a King is the King 

  

 

 That man is born with his image as part of him is not unique to Blanchot.  It is uncannily 

inline with the age-old argument used against the Iconoclasts in Byzantium.  St John of 

Damascus, and St. Theodore of Studium have verbalised some of most well known and 

stronger arguments for the keeping of icons during the 8th century image wars.  The argument 

of Christ and his image relates to the understanding of the Monarch and image as one.  In fact, 

it may have even derived from such a comparison.   

 In The Dark Gaze, Hart redefines Blanchot from an atheist to a believer of the icon.  He 



presents the (rebuttal) of St. Theodore of Studium against the Iconoclasts to enlighten 

Blanchot’s cadaver analogy.  He notes that, although Blanchot could never be labeled an 

idolater, the statements of both are strikingly similar in viewpoint. This is seen in an excerpt 

from On Holy Icons: 

The prototype and the image belong to the category of related things, like the 

double and the half.  For the prototype always implies the image of which it is the prototype, 

and the double always implies the half in relation to which it is called double.  For there 

would not be a prototype if there were no image; there would not even be any double, if 

some half were not understood.  But since these things exist simultaneously, they are 

understood and subsist.  Therefore, since no time intervenes between them, the one does not 

have a different veneration from the other, but both have one and the same.  

 

 Christ and all his images, were, according to St. Theodore, ontologically related and 

could not be a secondary ‘duplication’.  Furthermore, Christ would not even exist as the 

Original, without the image.  A man and his image were born together, he said, therefore they 

were inseparable, and truthful in their reproduction.  Along the lines of St. John of Damascus 

(date?) could be said to carry this argument one step further, in saying that if Christ was his 

image were one, then the King was also his image were also one.  Oliver Christin writes in ‘The 

Idol King’ in Iconoclash that it was precisely this association that led to Kings reserving 

punishment for insulting their images.  Like Christ and his image, they became synonymous. 



 The argument of the Iconoclasts against the Icondules is based on perception of time,  

and perception of what is ‘true’, rather than the difference between a living, organic body and 

the dead, inert image.  Time, according to iconoclastic logic, splits man from his image, and the 

real precedes the duplicate (the classic mimetic image of Plato).  Even if the duplicate 

resembled the person to a tee, this was only an ‘outer’ resemblance, which could never have 

any inner characteristics, or true qualities of the person.  Therefore images were ‘deceitful’, and 

a dangerous distraction.  But according to St. Theodore, time ‘does not intervene’ and man and 

his image were innately related- therefore how could they not share the same qualities?  In 

destroying likenesses, the iconoclasts were born together- even they knew this.  But the 

‘distance within’ was never quite conquered until the image’s counterpart, the living man, was 

also gone. 

  Blanchot’s image precedes the thing it resembles, because it has no situatable origin, 

therefore no sequence.    ‘Art knows not of the order’ says Blanchot in retort claims to Rilke or 

Pascal for whom art simply copies and idealises ‘that which we do not idealise in real life’  St. 

Theodore’s true image can derive from any artisan, presumably pure in intention of getting the 

inner likeness of the man. 

It is interesting to think whether differences of material are better to get the inner 

likeness.  For instance, sculpture and paintings, with its handmade qualities might be said to 

allow more control over the man’s image, than say a photograph.  A photograph or a film may, 

according to Blanchot’s logic, capture the outer likeness, the laughter, emotions and 



expressions, so do they then also cloud the true image?  

 

In the case of iconoclasts and iconodules, it seems that both recognised that image still 

lies at the center of the ‘thing’.  In the fervent image wars of 16th century France, iconoclasts 

were hell-bent on the belief that iconodules mistook the image for the real thing- God.  They 

believed in superiority that they themselves were not deceived by image, and could keep it at a 

distance.  Yet, for such a belief, their reactions were seemingly at odds.   A young pamphleteer, 

Claude De Sainctes, reported on the treatment of royal portraits at the height of the image 

wars of the French Revolution: 

(Iconoclasts) treated the image of King Louis XI as if they were holding him alive between 

the hands of an executioner who cut off his arms, legs, and finally his head’. 

 Such drastic lengths of mutilating images constituted a reverence for the royal image itself, as 

well as lack of distanciation.  In their act of destruction, Iconoclasts acknowledged the inherent 

power of the King-Image, perhaps more so than the idolaters, who although guilty of blind 

worship were as far as their counterparts. 

 The ‘beheading’ incident noted by De Sainctes is not unique, as the head is almost 

always the first to be attacked.  In 2002, a man called Paul Kelleher also beheaded a marble 

statue of Margaret Thatcher, on display at the Guildhall Art Gallery.  In Modern day England, 

where attacks on the images of Royalty and politicians are quite normal and tolerated, there is 

less sense that it will affect the real person.  But there still remains some acknowledged relation 



of the statue to the Lady herself.  Newspapers were quick to call the remainder ‘a headless, 

disempowered ‘Iron Lady’,, which invoked joy in her critics.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5. 

Saddam Hussein and his Image Doubles 

 

 In Iraq in 2003, a 12 metre tall statue of Saddam Hussein was painstakingly pulled to the 

ground by a group of US Marines and a tank called Hercules.  The locals, who did not seem 

initially so thrilled then ran up to attack and spit on the decapitated statue head, and then 



attached it to a car and dragged it all over town. The newspapers had a field day, reporting as if 

the statue were the real man himself.  The Independent wrote that statue slumped at first like an 

‘incapable drunk, then crashed to the ground’.  The Mirror wrote about the stuttering and 

starting of the statue, that it was at first reluctant to give up the power it symbolised, while at 

The Guardian- how ‘he (Saddam Hussein) was forced to bow before his people’. Several 

headlines, including that of The Telegraph read ‘The Toppling of Saddam’, but showed a photo 

of the fallen statue.    On 10 April 2003, there was an alternative front page image, by The Sun 

tabloid nonetheless, depicted a humiliating scene of the dictator in his underpants while under 

US. Custody.  But nine years after, it is still the falling of the statue, which is well remembered, 

the ‘iconic’ moment of the era. 

 The UK papers reported on this particular statue, as if its crumbling of stone and rock 

would extinguish the power of Saddam Hussein, and subsequently, the regime.   It was spoken 

as if its destruction was the key, and the final nail in the coffin after months of grueling work. 

Why this statue in particular, when others were also targeted? At is …16m? Height it literally 

towered over the main square centre of Baghdad- it was a powerful ‘corpse’ that the dictator 

had ordered made while still alive, created in his image to ensure immortality. The statue was 

threatened to carry on the regime through its mere existence- so it had to go. 

 There was a lot of emphasis on the falling statue.  The ensuing images of Saddam 

Hussein, lived up to the expectation of the initial image, showing a ‘fallen’ dictator subject to a 

dental examination in a prison cell, or the execution were disheveled and pathetic in contrast.  



 We could, in part, blame the media’s repetition of the falling statue as contributing to it 

as an iconic image.  But why choose it in the first place?  The falling statue and its signification to 

the man could immediately be understood by all cultures, all over the world. (See Fig. 4) From 

the reportage in the UK, where voodoo is not commonplace, why this intense focus on this 

particular statue as if holding an effigy-like power?  The linking of the capture of the leader’s 

image was like the capturing of the Assyrian King’s Salmu, which foretold the leader’s immanent 

downfall. 

 Saddam Hussein, like many dictators, managed to create his ‘corpse’ while still living.  

The corpse-image would assure him an existence in the afterlife, long after the deterioration of 

the physical body.  This life, paradoxically, was in a half compromised state, which is the ‘space 

of death’ that the image encompasses. Like the Romans, the dictator knew that the more 

images a man had, the more powerful he could be.  But the afterlife of an image can be volatile, 

with surprising twists of fate, just like its counterpart, the man can experience.  Look for 

example, at the once monumental, and domineering communist statues, now bought together 

in the absurd Soviet Sculpture Park in Lithuania.  With its Disneyland overtones, it is a place 

where statues and monuments  ‘go to retire’. (See Fig. 7) 

 

Today, statues of Saddam Hussein have become no different.  The heads, in particular, 

have been carted off to museums where they ‘die’, and are reborn in a fascinated gaze to a 

new generation.  The dethroned monument, now without use for its old histories, allow this 



new perception, much like we saw with the broken hammer of Heidegger, which was born out 

of uselessness.  The definition of a King and his image are in constant negotiation, existing as 

both ‘relationship’ and process. 

 

 To ensure against these absurd turns of fate, images had to be spread out in as many 

ways and guises as possible.  Externally, the image did not have to necessarily resemble, like the 

Salmu, the representation does not have to actually look like the King.  In a move like something 

out of a Harry Potter movie, Saddam Hussein had a Qu’uran etched in his own blood, an 

image deriving directly from his physical body (like the Turin Shroud and its direct imprintation 

of Christ’s body) but in the guise of a sacred object. Knowing that the Qu’uran in itself is a 

protected item, he used it to attempt to surpass destruction.  Needless to say the object still 

exists, behind three sets of doors at Baghdad’s central Cathedral.  Its destruction has posed a 

dilemma, and it still exists to this day, when other remnants of the regime have been either 

destroyed or placed in museums.  Although it is not exactly a corpse image, in that it was 

intended to represent the dictator himself, the writing of the Quran in his blood signals an 

attempt of a man is an overtly aggressive and arrogant move to overcome the Gods, an 

attempt for man to be ‘written in God’s image’. (See Fig. 8) 

 

 

 



 Statues and images aside, the many body doubles of Saddam Hussein further 

complicate the relationship/process of the image-man. The Salmu becomes more complex 

when it extends its definition into a living substitute.  Again, we notice that the differentiation 

between physical living body and inertness of the image is irrelevant.  Both the living substitute 

and the Salmu substitute are wielded under the King’s power, hovering between the states of 

life-death simultaneously.  A normal man, who resembled the King would take part in a lengthy 

initiation (usually forced) to become his living image.  He would wear the Kings clothes, and act 

like him.  If unfortunate enough, he might be attacked instead of the King, and although the King 

would keep his physical body intact, the attack on the substitution did not bode well.   

 

  Saddam Hussein was known to have at least three body doubles.  Those unfortunate 

enough to look like the dictator were forced to become his double, and no longer entertained 

their own life.  The living copies underwent plastic surgery, and were trained to emulate all of 

the dictator’s mannerisms, ‘including the way he walk(ed), and even down to his facial tics”.  

The abolishment of the man (his identity) and his transformation is like a living instance of 

damnatio memorae, where the original statue is transformed into the image of someone else.  

The attempt to resemble outwardly did not always pass the test.   It has been noted by a 

German forensic, that there existed slight but distinct variations between the nose and 

eyebrow lengths.  It is no wonder then that a CBS journalist mistrusted the slightly ‘off’ quality 

of a man, supposedly Saddam Hussein,  with much narrower shoulders, and ‘uncharacteristic 



swollen face’ that either constituted a very stressed out-sted dictator, or it was a doppelganger.   

 In ‘Chapter 6: Decoy and Lures’, Bahrani examines how doppelgangers have, 

throughout history, been cause for concern and suspicion.  She mentions Freud’s theory, that 

the doppelganger is the most uncanny of images, denoting a splintering of the body into copies. 

In mythology their appearance was rarely benevolent or auspicious, and they were believed to 

be harbingers of bad fortune (for example, the evil twin).  Some preceded the man in a form of 

a ghostly double, such as the Norwegian Vardoger,, that means ‘forerunner’. It could be seen 

enacting the future footsteps of the person, like the foreboding precedence of the Salmu.  It is 

like the image of man which, to use Blanchot’s idiom again, ‘precedes himself’, split from time.  

 

 

 

 

 

The dilemma of Man-Image is not situated solely in History or civilisations that still carry 

on age-old traditions.  In Cloning Terror: The War of Images, 9/11 to the Present, Mitchell 

raises the idea of the Clone as a newer concern in the differentiation of copy and original, that 

can be as deceiving as the living double.  As a perfect genetic copy of the man, it threatens to 

emulate both the inner and outer qualities of the man, bringing a near perfect copy of a person.  

The clone brings the split of the original and the copy into immediate relevancy.   



It would also be interesting to see how Maurice Blanchot's idea of the image born 

alongside man works when looking at current examples.  Celebrities, footballers and politicians 

have as many, or perhaps even more images of themselves in circulation than Ancient Kings.  

What does this signify for their power, and our understanding of them, which is purely through 

image? 

The cult of celebrity has played out some fascinating examples for the potential to  

study representation today.   For example, Mark Chapman said he killed John Lennon because 

he 'did not live up to his image', which implies a split between the two.  The killer expressed 

anger and frustration against image, and attempted to cut his images off at the source.  Of 

course this spectacularly backfired, and Lennon went down as a legend. Hence, the topic of 

person vs. image should remain a significant and very relevant question today.  

 

 

 

 
Fig. 1. The Corpse of Che Guevara - Freddy Alborta, 1967 

 
 
 

 
 
Figure 2. Togatus Barberini Marble, late 1st century B.C. Roman senator holding effigies of deceased 
ancestors in his hand. A. Hekler, Greek & Roman Portraits, New York, 1912, pl. 127a. Courtesy of 
Wikimedia 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 Fig. 3. Statue of Ashurnasirpal II. From Nimrud, northern Iraq. 883-885 BC (British Museum) 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 4 Margaret Thatcher Statue decapitated. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 5  Saddam Hussein's statue towering over Firdos Square, before being pulled down in 2003. (The 
Independent) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 6 The iconic image where the bronze statue falls to the ground, as US soldiers and Baghdad civilians 
look on. (Photo: Jerome Delay, AP) 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 7 Locals attacking the severed head. (Photo: Koji Harada, AP) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 8. Tourists hanging out on a statue of Stalin at the Soviet Sculpture Park in Lithuania. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 9. Iraqi Imams viewing the qu'uran engraved in Saddam Hussein's blood (Scott Peterson/Getty 
Images) 
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